About us…

Consulting Company that supports:
- the innovation of production and management processes
- the digitalization of SMI and public institutions

Following the evolution of Industry 4.0, and the Internet of Things, we realized the importance of not neglecting the interconnection of the competences of people

Digital Badge Provider to improve people’s skills and knowledge management in organizations
The Success of the Digital Badge outside the Formal Context relies on

«CREDIBILITY – RELIABILITY– INTELLIGIBILITY- INTEROPERABILITY»

1) “Open Badge Infrastructure-OBI”, IMS certified, represents a fundamental basic technical warranty
2) Some further effort must be made to share the contents and value of the Open badges with recipients: people – HR - Private and Public Companies
3) To reach this goal we have developed a project to involve shareholders
4) In this way we hope that the D.B. will become a tool that represents a tangible value in Italy, capable of growing demand
5) It is important to have a well-made, highly communicative package of information, IMS approved, to make the OB and its value known
C-BOX® Platform

The Platform has been designed and developed with our technological partner Pomiager s.r.l.

Reference Standard: IMS Global v2.0. Certified Registration Number IMSO2iy2018W1

IQC provides D.B. with content developed by a Task Force inside the Digital Badge Shareholder Table (DBST)

Parties involved in DBST:

- FORMAL EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS
- ASSOCIATIONS OF BIG AND MEDIUM MECCANICAL COMPANIES
- ASSOCIATIONS OF MEDIUM AND SMALL COMPANIES
- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF WORK AGENCIES
- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT
- PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CENTER
- CENTER FOR THE EDUCATION OF DISADVANTAGED ADULTS
What Are We Doing To Grow Demand?

We are building experiences

- We are taking part in some projects where professional trading centers involve customers to design DB content,
- In addition an Important Company of facility management (hospital cleaning services), has involved IQC to use DB as a tool to manage several thousand worker’s competence profiles in order to resolve specific requirements of Public Sector organizations
- We are also involved in a Social Project aimed at involving young people in taking care of their own city or neighborhood.

We are organizing meetings and Project proposals with:

- Work Agencies
- Professional Associations – such as the National Congress of ANMDO (19-21 November)
- Industrial Companies
- Articles on Newspapers
- We are thinking of participating to EU funded projects with other European Issuer Partners
IQC Digital Badge

DB representation, designed to meet the expectations of specific interested sector/parties

Open Badge
For those who organize events finalized to transfer and archive information.

Competence Badge
For those who organize courses and training programs aimed at transferring knowledge and skills with final certification.

Job Description Badge
For the representation of professional profiles and/or company roles

Recollection Badge
To collect and to represent the knowledge, skills and previous competencies/experiences

Soft Skills Badge
For the representation of soft skills whose level of presence is measured through the use of indicators and represented by the color of the badge
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

We hope to grow the success of OB with IMS Global and its partners